ILLINOIS MADE IN CHICAGO
Uncover some of Chicago’s best kept secrets with this exclusive Illinois
Made itinerary. Get beyond the loop to meet some of Chicago’s finest
artisans, uncover local hangouts and experience the city as it was
intended. It’s time to discover the real Illinois.
enjoyillinois.com/illinoismade
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1. WEST ROGERS PARK
Chicago’s multi-cultural hub.

2. UPTOWN
Green Mill Cocktail Lounge
One of Al Capone’s favorite haunts during
Prohibition, Green Mill serves up classic jazz in an
illustrious setting.
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3. LAKEVIEW
Heritage Bicycles
Custom made local bicycles.
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The Chicago Lakefront
Take your new bike out on the bike trails and
experience one of Chicago’s most beloved and
iconic vistas.
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4. LINCOLN PARK
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The Tie Bar
Amazing tie and men’s accessories shop.

5. WICKER PARK
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Myopic Books
One of Chicago’s oldest used-book stores.
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Asrai Garden
Their innovative floral & greenery arrangements
offer fresh perspective on the local flower shop.
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6. LOGAN SQUARE
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Galerie F
Curated art from local artists.

Fat Tiger
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With the rise of street style in the Chicago ‘hoods,
Fat Tiger delivers locally designed Illinois flair for
the hip-hop culture.

Wolfbait & B-Girls Boutique
Eclectic styles in a fresh urban boutique from
more than 150 local designers.

Chicago Distilling Company
This family owned and operated
company uses family recipes and techniques to
distill in small batches to ensure the best flavors
and highest quality possible, every time.
Food & Drink with a twist

Stand-out clothing

Iconic sight-seeing

Quirky shops

Multi-cultural hang-outs

Revolution Brewing
The largest independent brewery in
the state produce dozens of beer
styles including IPAs, porters, pilsners,
Belgian-style, pale ales and barrel-aged beers.

7. GREEKTOWN
A piece of Chicago’s melting pot representing its
rich Greek Influences.

8. FULTON MARKET DISTRICT
The Girl & The Goat
James Beard Award winning chef and Top
Chef winner Stefanie Izard’s popular restaurant
specializing in family style menu of tasty, bold
flavored foods with global influence.

Au Cheval
A diner-style bar and restaurant with a passion for
eggs, Au Cheval elevates traditional diner fare.

9. THE MAGNIFICENT MILE
Cinema history has been made in Illinois,
from ‘Transformers: Dark of the Moon’ on the
Magnificent Mile to ‘The Dark Knight’ just a block
over on State St.

10. THE LOOP
Skyscrapers
These modern-day giants made their start in
Chicago. Travelers can experience architecture’s
greats, including the former tallest building in the
world, Willis Tower.

Glazed and Infused Donuts
Consistently voted Chicago’s best donut.

Optimo Hats
Quite possibly the finest hand-made
hats this side of the universe.

11. PILSEN & LITTLE VILLAGE
The amalgamation of urban art and classic
Mexican culture – a true representation of
Chicago’s vibrant, dynamic neighborhoods.

Modern Cooperative
Representing local furniture and green thinking.

12. CHINATOWN
One of the largest neighborhoods of its kind in
the country.

13. BRONZEVILLE
A significant landmark in the Great Migration
movement, the neighborhood is rich in African
American culture and history.

14. HYDE PARK
This culturally rich neighborhood is home
to University of Chicago and President
Obama’s residence.

